Office of Academic
Planning and Assessment

ASSESSMENT MINIGRANT APPLICATION

Final Report Template
Using the template below, provide a summary detailing how you utilized your assessment
mini-grant funds, highlight your successes and/or difficulties, and detail the next steps you will
take to build upon these experiences. This final report will be due to the Office of Academic
Planning and Assessment by August 31, 2017, and can be submitted to assessment@shsu.edu.
If necessary, please attach a separate document. Questions may be directed to Jeff Roberts
(jeff.roberts@shsu.edu or 936-294-1859).
Section 1. How were the mini-grant funds utilized?

Grant funds were utilized to purchase two iPad tablets for the Sam Houston Memorial
Museum. The tablets and the associated warranty plans ($756 total) are the base
model technology items supported by the IT@Sam department and Sam Houston
State University. A tabletop kiosk designed for an iPad, with associated base plate
and master-keyed cable lock ($203.70 total), was purchased for one of the tablets. A
ten-foot long, black Apple 8-pin Lightning Connector to USB Cable was purchased
($36.45 total) for the tablet corresponding with the tabletop kiosk.

Section 2. What were your successes? Were there any difficulties?
A simple survey consisting of six questions was written and implemented via Qualtrics software. The
questions were designed to provide the Sam Houston Museum an equal blend of both quantitative and
qualitative data. However, incorporating technology into the Museum gallery by placing a tablet and
kiosk (re. survey) on the front desk does not automatically mean that people will choose to use that
technology. Once the tablet and kiosk were installed at the front desk, many Museum visitors did not
take the survey (only one to two surveys in March, and three surveys in April). To overcome this initial
lull of usage, Museum front-line staff incorporated instructions about the survey to visitors when they
first entered the Museum. The instructions about the survey were in addition to the introductory
information Museum staff provide visitors about the history of the Sam Houston Museum, its collection,
and grounds. Even though many visitors provided feedback by using the survey, potential usage of
the survey was still lower (approximately ten surveys in the month of May) than anticipated. To
increase usage, or to socially engineer visitor behavior, the survey was shortened to four questions
(two Likert scale questions, and two short answer questions) and an incentive was provided in the form
of a reusable Museum tote bag. Given the initial acknowledgment and instructions of the survey by
front-line Museum staff, as well as the incentive to get a free tote bag upon completion, survey usage
has increased to approximately twenty-five surveys per month.

Section 3. What next steps will be taken to build upon these experiences?
Once the initial tablet and kiosk were purchased, there were enough grant monies remaining to purchase another tablet. This tablet,
though not associated with a kiosk, is used to gather survey information at another of the Sam Houston Museum's four "front doors," or
locations where Museum visitors enter the Museum grounds or historic property to utilize the many services the Museum renders. The
goal for the grant was to capture both quantitative, and more important to the Museum, qualitative feedback from Museum visitors.
This can be measured by the number of surveys completed, to date being 128 completed surveys. To that extent, both the goal and
objective to achieve the goal were successful because prior to this kiosk, there was no way other than word of mouth to capture visitor
feedback. To build upon this project or to incorporate two additional survey stations for the additional entrance locations of the
Museum would be a worthwhile endeavor. The data captured from these surveys was (and is currently) used for promotional
purposes (via social media, or the department website), as well as a means to better interpret our Museum mission, historic grounds,
gallery space, and exhibit content for the purpose of serving our Sam Houston Museum audience to the best of our ability. Please see
the attached "SHMM Rotunda Report" for qualitative and quantitative data to date. Email addresses captured for the survey are
utilized in order to follow up with visitors who would like to: learn more about the Museum and the grounds; participate in educational
programs; participate in a more in-depth survey about their Museum experience; donate to the Museum; learn more about the artifacts
and the Museum collections; etc. Email address in the "SHMM Rotunda Report" have been removed from the report for privacy
purposes.

SHMM Rotunda Survey
September 12th 2017, 11:18 am MDT

Q6 - On a scale from 0-10, how likely are you to recommend the Sam Houston Memorial
Museum to a friend?

Q12 - For your visit, please let us know about the quality of your time at Sam Houston
Memorial Museum by rating the following criteria from lowest (1) to highest (5).

#
1
2
3
5

Question
Quality and presentation of
Museum exhibits
Helpfulness and courtesy of
museum staff
Experience of Museum grounds
and historic houses
A particular piece or exhibit
appealed to me

1

2

3

4

5

0.00% 0 0.00% 0 2.54% 3 13.56% 16 83.90%

Total
99

118

4 94.92% 112

118

0.00% 0 0.85% 1 1.69% 2 11.02% 13 86.44% 102

118

0.00% 0 0.85% 1 0.85% 1

1.09% 1 0.00% 0 4.35% 4

3.39%

9.78%

9 84.78%

78

92

Q12_5_TEXT - A particular piece or exhibit appealed to me
A particular piece or exhibit appealed to me
Museum
Everything
Mother of pearl letter opener
Navy sub downstairs
Diarama
Boat house
Houses
Sword
Texas revolution display
Married Life
The paintings and stories
Hat and cane
Chickens
Everything was amazing
Cane
Steamboat house
Sam houstons soward
Tennessee period
Actual artifacts Houston and Santa Anna
Paintings
Sam Houston's personal items
All of it
Santa Anna saddle
Currency of the Rep. Texas
The information about his later years
Santa Ana is a mason??

Swords of Sam Houston
Carpetbag
Santa Anna surrender sword
All of the well-documented artifacts were very interesting.
Republic of Texas
Artillery that were found
The Bible with a bullet.
The artifacts
The amount of items here
Texas revolution.
The skulls of Mexican soldiers
Good
Garden and breezeway house
Powder horns
Paintings
The audio portion
Artifacts
Saddle tack
The small statues
His wife, Margaret
Early life of Sam Houston
The carvings and quilts
The Woodland Home
Diaroma
All
Sa
Museum
Guns
Personal items
Quilt

Jackson-Houston
Sams life history
Battle of San Jacinto
Surrender of Santa Anna display
It was all great
Sam Houston Museum
The personally owned items of so many historic figures.
Size of his vest
Santa Anna's sword
Santana's sword
Vest

Q7 - Please share any additional comments or feedback regarding your Museum
experience in the space provided below.

Please share any additional comments or feedback regarding your Museum expe...
Wonderful information about the history of Texas. It is great to learn new information also!
We hope students visit often.
Was super fun experience. We were able to teach our Japanese exchange student a little more about the state
and one of it's founders.
Very well put together
Very well laid out. Informative.
Very peaceful feeling
Very interesting lace. The layout is very " user friendly"
Very informative!
Very informative display.
Very informative and well laid out museum.
Very informative
The museum is wonderful. This is amazing
The girl at the front had a lot of fun facts.
The docent had great stories!
Test
Super staff
Staff was extremely friendly
Some artisans at work will benefit
Sam Houston Memorial Museum is a very organized and well researched museum. I learned a few different facts
that I didn't know.
People were very helpful
None
Nice to learn more about Sam Houston
Need to come back when I have more time.
My grandson (8) was very interested. When he goes into 4th grade & is taught Texas is history I think he will
remember this day.
Museum staff particularly friendly and knowledgeable

Loved this museum!
Love it
Liked everything
Let me learn more about the war, Sam Houston, Sam Houston's family, life, and history of Texas.
Learned a lot. Need to learn more.
Laid out in an easy way to follow chronically.
Just fantastic! Every worker was so polite and friendly!
It was fun
It even impressed our Texas friends
Intriguing dialogs with staff, learned a lot
I would come back
I used to work in a museum in Houston, and I've been pleasantly surprised at how professional your installation
and grounds are done.
I had the best time ever
I came in on a whim and really enjoyed learning about Sam Houston's life
Guy at front desk was very informative
Great overview
Great experience great services
Great exhibits. I enjoyed the delivery of main information along with smaller anecdotes by the artifacts for people
who are interested.
Great artifacts
Great
Excellent video
Excellent presentation of the history of Sam Houston and Texas
Everyone was every friendly and helpful
Cool' 0le Sam would be proud
Cool
Awesome
An educational and pleasant experience for the whole family. The combination of indoor and outdoor exhibits
was just right.
Amazing museum would definitely visit again
A very nice tourist destination.

Q8 - Please enter your email address to join our mailing list for information on activities
and events at the Sam Houston Memorial Museum.

Please enter your email address to join our mailing list for information on...

There were 49 email addresses entered

